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Coming March 2012
March 27, 1997: Rancho Santa Fe, CA:
39 members of the Heaven's Gate cult
found dead in the largest mass
suicide to ever occur on US soil
5 Weeks later, Atlanta, GA:
Another cult member, another suicide.

This time it's personal.
Advance Praise for Closing The Gate

I have read your brilliant book twice. Being very familiar with this group, your
story really touched my heart. As a former child abuse / sex crimes investigator who worked a bit on the case from Orange County, CA, and now an interfaith pastor, my healing blessings and empathy go out to you and your
family. You are a true hero in my book, and sharing this important story will
enable others to heal and hopefully come forward and find empowerment.
Thanks so much for allowing me an early glimpse into the work.
Deep Peace to you. Pastor C Garlick, NW Oregon
The true story of Deb’s brother, Jimmy,
a former member of the Heaven’s Gate cult, of the
childhood that left him searching for a place to belong,
the intense loneliness that he carried inside, and the
quest that led him to Heaven’s Gate.

Pink Place & Blue Blaze, A Special Edition
A

Two-for-One
Special Edition for
children, with two
complete stories in
one book.
Each story takes
readers on a lyrical
journey to discover
and nurture special
places within themselves.

Publication Date: June 2011
US: 16.95 Color
Paperback
8 X 10, 56 Pages
ISBN 978-0-615-48979-7
BISAC/Category:
Juvenile Fiction /
Social Issues / Self-Esteem;
Self-Reliance

More about
Pink Place & Blue Blaze
on the next page!

Pink Place helps children find their own inner
safety and joy, while Blue Blaze helps them to
discover their inner drive and motivation.
A portion of each retail sale is donated to CASA,
to support their vital work
(www.casaforchildren.org)
Court Appointed Special Advocates
(for children)

About Pink Place & Blue Blaze, A Special Edition
An excerpt from the book’s introduction...

Remember looking through your yearbook from sixth grade and seeing the blank space
for a boy who wasn’t present on “picture day.” Or perhaps you remember the girl in third
grade who moved away and missed the class play even though she was supposed to
have a part. What about the boy who’s name nobody could remember because he only
attended your fifth grade class for a month before moving to another school?
All too often, this is the legacy of the children who are served by CASA volunteers, or
Court Appointed Special Advocates. The CASA children are caught in the child welfare
system because their parents or other caregivers were unprepared to meet their most
basic needs. These children have been removed from their homes and placed into the
child welfare system where social workers and lawyers and judges with too much work
to do in too little time.
Every child deserves to find the safety and security of their own “Pink Place”; just as
each child is entitled to be inspired to seek the “Blue Blaze.” Through the efforts of the
extraordinary women and men who serve as CASA volunteers, children can have the
opportunity to grow up in the loving embrace of a family. These dedicated individuals
work through the Juvenile Court system to insure that every child has the opportunity to
be protected and nurtured throughout their childhood. CASA volunteers make certain
that their children are safe, that they receive an appropriate education, and that they
have a stable adult in their lives who will help them navigate the path from childhood into
adulthood.
CASA volunteers believe the possibilities for all children. Through simple acts of kindness and caring; children are able to develop hope for not only their future but for their
children’s future as well.

From The Director of CASA,
Rutherford County, TN

Pink Place & Blue Blaze travel!
See the next page for more details!

The stories of Pink Place & Blue Blaze come to life during Children’s
events and readings, through the use of custom made exhibits! .
Also Available

Contact Deb
To arrange a visit
from

Pink Place &
Blue Blaze
A Guide to Using
Pink Place & Blue
Blaze in educational settings,
therapeutic settings, and in Parenting. .Includes
Creative Copyright
Illustrations for use
in these settings

for your school,
church or group!

Publication Date: June
2011
US: 16.95 Color Paperback
8 X 10, 56 Pages
ISBN:978-0-615-48979-7
BISAC/Category: Education / Teaching Methods;
Materials

Email: Deb@DebSimpsonBooks.com

One Moment,
One Memory,
One Motion

Publication Date: May 2010
US: 10.95
Paperback
6 X 9; 80 pages
ISBN: &nbsp;978-0-557-42967-7
BISAC/Category: Poetry; Memoir,
Women's Interest; Self-help

Praise for One Moment, One Memory, One Motion

This is truly remarkable collection of poetry. Its subject matter is as serious as its writing is accessible. There is no need for fantastic circumstance or obscure literary reference; the events and emotions conveyed carry more than enough power. She has no
need for pretense or literary cryptology. What she does is spin memory and pure emotion into a tapestry as clearly seen, intricate, and unique as the illustrations on almost
every page of the book.
While the collection is about overcoming sexual abuse, not every poem is one of hurt
and pain. Poems such as “Mama’s Face” and “Pink Place” are sweet and peaceful, recollections of the sorts of places we all hopefully have. “Pendulum of the King” reasserts
the kind of faith it takes to make it through adversity, whether it be that of abuse or simply despair.
One Moment, One Memory, One Motion goes further than exploring pain and hardship,
extending back to recovery. I found the most inspired work to be that concerning overcoming the past. Perhaps it is the more universal nature of these poems that I find appealing. The entire collection inspires feeling, but poems like the aforementioned
“Pendulum of the King” and “Reclaiming and Renaming” are applicable to my own life.
n short, One Moment, One Memory, One Motion is a superbly written and powerfully felt
collection of poems. While the subject matter may mean that it’s not a book for everyone, it is an incredibly enlightening book for those willing to give it a chance.
Matthew Watts, Murfreesboro, TN.

Speaking Opportunities

Deb Simpson is an accomplished speaker on several topics,
including:
Personal & Family
 The First Five Years of a Child’s Life on Their Future
 Cults, Christianity & Spiritual Search
 Alcoholism & Its Legacy
 Childhood Sexual Abuse, Recovery & Hope
 The Impact of a Parent’s Mental Illness
 Stepfamilies & Blended Families
 Every Child is Different; Every Cat is Different
 Grand-parenting in Blended Families
 Reactive Attachment Disorder In Your Midst
Writing
 Tracking The truth—Your Book’s Bottom Line
 Simple Self Publishing
 For Serious Writers Only
 ISBN’s Copyrights, and the Maze of Publishing
 Publishing Today –Which Way?
Corporate/ Professional
 Quality Systems –The Basics
 Creating Lean Quality Systems
 What Kind of Shepherd is Your Management Representative?
 QA: Traffic Cop of Coach?
Contact Deb by Email : Deb@DebSimpsonBooks.com

About Deb Simpson

Deb Simpson writes poetry, fiction, nonfiction and children’s books. She is
the author of” One Moment, One Memory, One Motion”, a poetic memoir;
and “Pink Place & Blue Blaze, A Special Edition, a children’s book. Deb is
a Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) for children in her home
town, and donates a portion of the sales from Pink Place to support
CASA’s vital work. A Guide to Using Pink Place & Blue Blaze is also available. Deb’s poems have appeared in literary journals and other publications, most recently in the Maypop magazine (Tennessee Writers Alliance).
Deb is a frequent contributor to The Watertown Gazette, The Murfreesboro Post, and was recently featured on the Creativity Portal website with
a series of articles for writers titled “Your Book’s Bottom Line.” Deb is a
founding member of the Murfreesboro Writers Group.
Deb served as the editor and primary contributor for three newsletters related to her work or her cherished causes. Deb actively participates in
social media, including Facebook, Twitter, Goodreads, She Writes, Linked
In, and Crime Space.
Deb works in the Medical Device/
Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance
field, where she writes procedures,
protocols, reports, etc. Deb holds certification as a Quality Manager,
Biomedical Auditor & ISO 13485 &
9001 QMS Assessor
Deb is the author of two dynamic blogs:
Live, Love & Write, and
Simple Self Publishing.
Deb’s website
www.DebSimpsonBooks.com

Sample Press Release

The Watertown Gazette August 04, 2010

Author Shares HOPE at a Family Event
Murfreesboro Author, Deb Simpson, recently published two books that
provide hope for all ages and readers, no matter what difficulties they face.
The first, a poetic memoir, One Moment, One Memory, One Motion, illustrates how one person made a dramatic difference in Deb’s life, and how
these moments nurtured her through her troubled childhood of sexual
abuse, and the trauma of dealing with a parent’s mental illness.
Deb’s first children’s book, Pink Place, leads children on a discovery of
how to find and nurture the special place inside ourselves, where we can
feel safe, even when the outside world is beyond our control.
Deb will introduce Pink Place at Hastings Books in Murfreesboro on Saturday, August 21, 2010, 2with a Pink Party Book Launch from 1-3 pm.
There will be balloons, candy and crafts for the kids. Deb will also read excerpts from One Moment, One Memory, One Motion, time allowing.
Both books will be available for purchase at the event, at Hastings Books,
and at Barnes and Noble in Murfreesboro. Autographed copies are also
available at The Watertown Gazette office on the town square.
More information about Deb and her books can be found on her website:
www.DebSimpsonBooks.com or by email: Deb@DebSimpsonBooks.com

Sample Book Marketing Materials

How To Contact Deb
Website
Www.DebSimpsonBooks.com
Email
Deb@DebSimpsonBooks.com
Mail
PO Box 332911
Murfreesboro, TN 37133
For Direct Links to Deb’s social media outlets, please see the “Where to
Find Deb” link on her website.

Deb’s books are available online at Amazon, Barnes& Noble,
Hastings, Books A Million, and most online booksellers. Books
can also be ordered directly from the author, and quantity discounts are available (contact the author).

Live , Love & Write!
For a Full List of Deb’s Publications, Please see the
“About Deb” page of Deb’s website

